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Welcome!

Earlier this year, I sent a survey to my clients, social media followers
and email friends about what they wanted to create in 2020. 

37% said they wanted to enjoy clear priorities and better work-life
balance.
34% of them told me they wanted a career that aligned with their
talents.
The remaining groups told me they wanted improved leadership
skills, courage and confidence. 

 
What struck me amongst all the votes and additional comments was
that they were seeking one thing in common. 
 
Alignment. 
 
We want our careers to align with our talents and our values! For our
work to have purpose. For our priorities to matter. We want to be seen
and heard for our natural creativity and brilliance. 
 
I'm so glad you're joining me to get clear about your values so you can
achieve your goals. The good news - this week is not about adding
things to your plate. It's about subtracting. It's filtering out the
meaningless so you can focus on the meaningful. 
 
Yes, you can align your purpose, priorities 
and paycheck. Let's do 2020 on purpose!
 
Kelli Thompson
Leadership Coach
Founder, Rise Confidently Leadership Programs

Want to join me live so you can interact with Q&A?
Like my Facebook page and I'll see you there!

JOIN ME ON FACEBOOK!
Link to  jo in
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SERIES AGENDA

Discover your core values and how they can serve as
a filter for taking your next best steps.

DAY 3:
LIVE YOUR VALUES TO ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS

Learn a framework to set boundaries to clear space
for what's important to you.

DAY 2:
SAY NO TO ACHIEVE MORE

It's not just as easy as saying no, and our bodies often
tell us we're out of alignment before our mind catches
up. Identify four common beliefs why we say yes when
we want to say no. 

DAY 1:  
WHY WE SAY YES WHEN WE WANT TO SAY NO

Read my b log for  more ideas.  

Get reflective and intentional about what you want to
create. How can you align your purpose, priorities and
paycheck?

DAY 0:  
WHAT IS YOUR PURPOSE FOR 2020?
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Why we say yes 
(when we want

to say no)

Day 1

object ives

Identify four common reasons why we
overcommit 
Boundaries and why they matter
How our bodies know our best yes
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There are some common myths I
hear that build up over time about
boundaries. One of them that I had
to get over was that setting
boundaries meant I was unkind, an
isolationist, rude, hard to work with. 
 
Now I realize that when I was
working harder to please someone
else over myself, I wasn’t living an
honest,  or a kind life (for me or
them).
 
I was living with stress, resentment
and often times still not delivering on
what someone else asked for….
because I was EXHAUSTED working
harder at their happiness than my
own.

Over my years of coaching and
training clients to set boundaries,
here are four common mindsets and
beliefs I see that convince us to say
yes when we want to say no. 
 
Achiever Mindset. “If say no, people
will think I’m not capable.” Or, they’ll
think I’m not a high achiever, or
worthy of what I’ve been hired to do.
 
People-Pleasing Mindset. “If I say
no, people will be unhappy with me.”
Or, I’ll make them angry.
 
Responsibility/Caretaker Mindset.
“If I say no, people will think I don’t
support/help them.” Or, that I don’t
care about them.
 
Perfectionist/Risk-Averse Mindset.
“I’ll say yes so you can see me as
perfect, but I’ll procrastinate on
delivery until the “thing” is perfect.”
Or, “I’m not going to say yes until it’s
perfect or risk free.”

why we say yes
Day 1
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notes

"Every no I say is a yes to myself. People
don't have to guess what I want and don't
want, and I don't need to pretend. When
you're honest about your yeses and noes,
it's easy to live a kind life."

Byron Kat ie



Say no to
achieve more

Day 2

object ives

Get curious about our beliefs that drive our
results
Find freedom with self-coaching questions
Boundary conversation framework
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c i rcumstances act ionsthoughts fee l ings resul ts

Committments 

Say no to achieve more
Day 2

04. How would I act, who would I be if I could not believe this thought?

03. How do I act when I believe this thought? How do I feel? What do I do?

01. Is it true that I can't say no because.... Y/N   (If yes, see question 2)
 
02. Can I absolutely know that it's true? Y/N

Many of us struggle with communicating priorities because it isn’t as simple
as saying no more often. It starts with checking our beliefs. Whichever
belief you’ve identified with as to why you can't say no, the first step in
giving the answer most genuine for you, is to check if that belief is true.

What is the opposite of this thought. What are three examples it is also true?
Original: If I say no, people will think I'm not capable. 
Opposite: If I say yes, people will think I'm not capable. 
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Gratitude Constraints/Accommodations 

Collaborative question statement



Live your values
to achieve your

goals

Day 3

object ives

Recognize how values drive goals
Reveal your values 
Use your values to filter your commitments 
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Things achieved along the way.
 

Destinations we cross.
 

Crossed off a list.

GOALS

Revealing Your Values
 

Your values are your way of being in the world and the beliefs that you hold
most important in your life. Your values are what you believe and hold true

above everything else and give you direction.
 

If you find you’re getting stuck figuring out exactly what your true calling or
unique career genius is – your guiding values can help. As long as you choose
habits every day that are aligned with your guiding values, you will get closer

and closer to finding work you were meant to do.
 

Considering if your daily choices and actions are in line with your core values
is the first step in creating a more fulfilling and joyful life. This includes

choosing work you love to do and fulfills your potential. 

Day 2

Live your values to reach your
goals

VALUES

Directions we move in.
 
Act as a "True North."
 
An ongoing guide/process.
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This activity often works best over a
course of several days, with
reflection.

TIP

Core Values Exercise
Day 3

STEP 1 – VALUES PRIMER: 
Write a description of your ideal day. What are you doing? Who are you talking
to? What types of decisions are you making? The people you interact with,
what are they like? What is your purpose? How are you engaging in your day
and enjoying what fills you up or rejuvenates you? What’s deeply important to
me? What do I want my life/career to stand for? What qualities do I want to
cultivate? What makes work meaningful? Don’t write what you think you have
to do to make money, write what would bring you purpose and joy!
 
STEP 2 – IDENTIFY YOUR VALUES:
Based on your ideal day and what ignites you and drives your purpose, read
the list of values and circle approximately 10 that resonate with you. Choose
words that feel deeply true for you, whether you, your family or workplace has
labeled them “acceptable.” Choosing these consciously may be new for you.
Use your whole body, not just your mind or thoughts to choose these words.
Sit with each and notice how you react. Do you tense up or feel drained? (not
a value). Do you relax and feel purposeful, excited, free or energetic? (Likely a
value for you). 
 
STEP 3 – CHOOSE YOUR CORE VALUES:
Narrow that list down to 3-5. It can help to compare similar values together
and choose which feels more freeing, energizing or true for you? Drop values
you think you SHOULD have. Which values, if you lived them, would make
work and life most fulfilling for you? 

Write  your values
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Core Values
Day 3
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Doing 2020 on
purose

Final  Ref lect ion

object ives

Use the 3Ds to filter your commitments 
Stop, start and continue
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A common activity I run with my coaching clients is
a calendar or activities audit. It's amazing how many
things sneak onto our calendar and steal our
precious time and energy. Ask yourself three
questions. 
 
What can I dump? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What can I delegate (or outsource)?
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What can I develop? 
(if I can't dump or delegate it, how can I make it the funnest
thing I don't want to do? How is it developing my skills for
the future?)

Check your alignment
quarterly 
What will you stop
doing?
What will you start
doing?
What do you do well,
and will continue to
do?

TIPS

notes

Audit  & Align
Final  Ref lect ion
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More tools and resources

It's Not Just As Easy As Saying No

Why Doing Less Helps You Achieve More

How Your Values Can Lead To Your Ideal Career

Why Vacation Won't Cure Your Burnout
(and what to do instead) 

Want a free discovery call to see if any of my
programs might help you or your team? Don't worry,
this is not one of those yucky salesy calls. 
Let's talk about what you're hoping to achieve.  

Link to  b log

Link to  b log

Link to  v ideo

Link to  schedule

Link to  b log
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10 of 12 spots remain for my Spring 2020
Leadership Masterclass series!

 
Now in it's second year, this 7-week online

series is for women who want to show up and be
seen and advance with confidence and courage.

It's for women who want to lead as their their
most creative and authentic self.  

LEARN MORE!

Ready to Rise
Confidently?

I got a ton of value out of this class! I learned how to better manage
my time to be an effective coach for my team, discovered where I had
strengths and opportunities with my leadership style and how to turn
those opportunities into strengths. Kelli has helped me realize what I
am passionate about within my role and how to still be confident in
uncomfortable situations.
Amanda, Director of Marketing, 2019 Participant
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BONUS PAGES!
SURPRISE!

what 's  inc luded

Year in view
Weekly intention sheet
My favorite reminder
Brainstorming page
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Yearly Planner 2020

January

Apr i l

Ju ly

October

February

May

August

November

March

June

September

December
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notes

Weekly Planner
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When we force it, it
fails us. When it
arises from the heart,
it fills us.
-  Kel l i  Thompson
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Notes / Brainstorming Page
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